Dec. 16, 2013

Entries sought for “Student Body Art” exhibit

The Rogue Community College Wiseman Gallery is seeking tattoo design submissions from RCC students for “Student Body Art, an exhibit celebrating the sophistication and prominence of the contemporary art of tattoo.

Twenty-five designs will be selected by a professional jury and printed on 16-by-20-inch vinyl banners for the exhibit. Banners will become the property of the artists after the show.

• Open to: All current RCC students

• Media: Any

• Exhibit dates: April 9 through May 9, 2014

• To enter: Submit a digital image of the design via email to hgreen@roguecc.edu. Image should be saved as a high quality, 300 dpi jpg. Include a title, media, intended body part for the design, and entrant’s contact information in the body of the email.

• Deadline for entry: Feb. 15, 2014

• Notification: Email by March 7, 2014
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